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i7. Deer jumping. - The two fists (held near together, the thumbs extended
and touching each other) opened and shut two or three times, the arms moving
forward in jerks at each opening.

18. Deer lying down. - The -arm moved once from left to right, describing a
half-circle, and the hand turned at the same time from b'ack up to back down.

19. Deerfaling. - The right arm moved once from left to right, describing
a half-circle, while the left hand is brought up rapidly to strike the breast.

20. Deerfalling. - Both hands held a little distance apart, and moved so as
to describe a half-circle from left to right, or vice versa.

21. Doe moving slow/y, lookingfrom side to side.- First and second fingers
.àof each hand held up above each ear, and at the same time the head turned from

side to side.
22. Deer on the alert.'- Sign of a deer (No. 2) and motion from side to side.
23. Deer/hasarisen. - Standing up, or crouching down and then standing up.
24. Deer walking. -Walking a few steps up hill, down hill, etc., according

to the direction in which the deer is walking.
25. Bear running. - Fists held in front of breast, knuckles upward, striking

out alternately and horizontally full length of arms (see No. i).
26. Four. - Four fingers of one hand held up, thumb closed, fingers apart

and extended.
27. Four together. - Four fingers close together held up as in No. 26.
28. Five. - All the fingers and the thumb of one hand held up.
29. Ten. - All the fingers and both thumbs held up.
30. Twenty.- All the fingers and both thumbs held up, then both hands

closed, then the fingers and thumbs extended again.
31. Half - The forefingers of the two hands crossed, and then pulled

apart, the top finger sliding outward.
32. Divided in two or one part taken from the other. - The same sign as No.

31, but done quickly, the top finger carried out quite a distance in front, and the
other.finger drawn in towards the body at the same time.

33. . - The breast struck with the forefinger.
34. Any part of the body. -The part meant -touched with the tips of the

fingers.

35. Tou. - The right arm and forefinger extended, and pointed towards a
person's breast.

36. Ye. - The same sign as No. 35, but hand with extended finger moved to
left side and then to right side in horizontal plane, directed towards people or a
person. Sometimes the finger was pointed slightly down.

37. Al around, look ail around; or the horizon. - The same sign as No. 36
made with the finger pointed slightly up, and hand moved farther. to left and
right respectively.

38. AIl. -Right hand held in front of breast, palm downward, moved
around horizontally.


